
 

 

 
 

The truth exists within the details.  
 
Those little nuances of a story allow us to watch it unfold in real-time. Georgia Ku imparts 
heightened levels of both empathy and specificity upon her songwriting. The multi-platinum 
singer-songwriter portrays exact moments by setting each scene with intimate clarity. By doing 
so, it feels as if she’s addressing the listener directly.  
 
Georgia’s 2020 debut EP, Real [Atlantic Records], places you in the conversation with her as it 
happens. 
 
“Discussing a situation in-depth definitely helps me get through it,” she admits. “I also think it 
helps listeners relate to me not only as an artist but as a human. I love being specific with my 
feelings - I want you to not only hear my songs but visualize them too. The details don’t just tell 
a story; they tell my story.” 
  
Georgia started to tell her story behind-the-scenes. The England-born and Los Angeles-based 
songstress notably built a discography of blockbuster anthems, penning tunes for Rita Ora, Fifth 
Harmony, Skrillex, and Kiiara as well as the platinum collaboration “Scared To Be Lonely” by 
Martin Garrix and Dua Lipa. Her voice powered NOTD & Felix Jaehn’s chart-busting 
international smash “So Close” [feat. Georgia Ku & Captain Cuts]. The single tallied 214 million 
Spotify streams, cracked Top 40 radio in the U.S., and garnered a nomination for “Dance Song 
of the Year” at the 2020 iHeartRadio Awards. Additionally, she made her television debut by 
joining NOTD for an acoustic rendition of “So Close” on Live with Kelly and Ryan. Meanwhile, 
she lent her vocals to “Hold On” on Illenium’s ASCEND. She paved the way for Real with her 
solo artist debut single, “What Do I Do?” Beyond 3.1 million Spotify streams, Billboard called it 
“the perfect electro-pop breakup anthem,” and Idolator praised it as “one of the best debut 
singles in recent memory.”  
 
Along the way, she crafted what would become the EP as the songs materialized naturally over 
the course of 2020. 
 
“I took the pressure off myself,” she says. “I never walked into a session and said, ‘Let’s write a 
song for me.’ Instead, I just talked about my experiences. It made the lyrics authentic. The 
songs are super specific and true to me, but they can be interpreted as identifiable to anyone 
else because they are real life.” As she penned each song, Georgia vividly and vibrantly 
chronicled the situations closest to her head-on.  
  
“I learned you have to go through all of these ups and downs to come out on top. We all carry 
trauma from our own struggles, which can manifest into relationships. Abandonment is 
something I have always feared and songwriting helped me express myself without actually 
saying, ‘I’m afraid’.” 
 
The EP’s first single “Lighthouse” shines with hypnotic honesty. On the verses, her voice barely 
registers above a whisper over clean guitar before resounding with a powerful promise, “I’ll be 



 

 

careful with your heart now, I know you’re fragile. Baby, when it’s dark out, I’ll be your 
lighthouse.” This promise subsides like a wave on a danceable drop.  
 
“It’s about what it’s like to be in love with someone who struggles with mental health,” she 
explains. “I was dealing with the feeling of helplessness and not being able to fix things. It was a 
learning process of how to be there for that person and show support during a time when I felt 
powerless. I hope the song resonates with anyone trying to be someone else’s light during dark 
times.”  
 
Elsewhere on the EP, “Big Plans” examines the push-and-pull between dreams and love. She 
paints a picture of “All the bills stacking up catching dust on the table” before a pledge, “I would 
bend, I would break, I would beg, steal, and borrow to give you all you need.” 
 
“I don’t want to have to choose between love and my career,” she goes on. “I try to prioritize 
love alongside my career.” 
 
The title track “Real” offers a moment of hope. “It comes from a place of feeling second best,” 
she says. “I was in a period of separation from a relationship where I felt almost abandoned and 
pushed aside. It basically says, ‘I’m still going to leave the door cracked open in case you come 
back to who I knew you as’.” 
 
By getting real, Georgia ultimately opens the conversation to everyone. 
 
“When you listen to my music, I’d love for you to be inspired by it all, the emotion, the chords, 
the vibe, and the lyrics,” she leaves off. “We can all go through similar problems; I want to 
remind everyone they’re not alone. There’s so much about mental health we should know and 
be talking about openly. I’m still learning but am grateful for this experience that opened my 
eyes and enabled me to help others and continue to do the best I can. At the end of the day, 
we’re all human and we all have feelings so how can we support each other?” 
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